A Narrative Review of Influenza Educational Interventions for Adult Patients who Attend the Emergency Department
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Abstract

Background: Influenza is associated with serious health impacts including mortality, morbidity, and increased health care utilisation. Emergency departments (ED) have increased influenza presentations every year and education has been proven to reduce ED re-attendances and evidence for ED influenza Education Interventions (EI) is unclear.

Method: Peer-reviewed literature conducted in English language listed on health and medical electronic databases were assessed. The initial review of ED influenza EIs for adult patients was an empty review. We expanded the review to all influenza EI in any setting such as public health. The primary search was completed in 2014 and 2015 and expanded search were performed in January 2016 using keywords that included, amongst many others, influenza, emergency department, patient education, and self-care. Reference lists of relevant articles were also screened. Standard requirements for literature review assessments were followed and a narrative review was conducted.

Results: The database search yielded 452 potentially relevant studies and no eligible studies found. A narrative review reports ED influenza ED organisation plans, influenza patient education and implications for influenza self-care.

Conclusion: This literature review revealed no eligible published studies to support current influenza educational activities or educational interventions that could be used in emergency departments and public health initiatives. There are informal and government sources of influenza information however the efficacy of the influenza information in supporting self-care could not be determined.
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Introduction

Seasonal and pandemic influenza outbreaks are associated with serious adverse health impacts worldwide, including morbidity, mortality, and increased healthcare utilisation [1,2]. Typically seasonal influenza affects an estimated 2 to 5 million people annually, and influenza-associated illnesses cause 250,000 to 500,000 deaths per year globally [2,3]. Moreover, emergence of novel viral strains poses a continual and unpredictable threat of a global influenza pandemic and the possibility of significant public health and economic outcomes [4,5]. During influenza epidemics and pandemics, the Emergency Department (ED) is a primary point of engagement between health care systems, health professionals, and people with influenza-like illness (ILI). The association between influenza outbreaks and ED crowding has been previously confirmed by numerous studies [6-8]. EDs are also an important data source for viral outbreak monitoring, surveillance, and early detection. Syndromic surveillance of ILI in EDs is currently conducted worldwide [9]. A recent study determined the impact of influenza on EDs in Ontario, Canada between the years 2003-2010 [10] and concluded there were between 500 and 1000 presentations per 100,000 population per year. In Australia, a 5-year study of 27 public EDs showed that influenza ED presentations had increased every year and there was a significant surge during the 2009 pandemic, resulting in increased hospitalisations and access block to hospital beds [11]. In the United States of America (USA), a study of rapid testing for influenza found that over 80% of patients with influenza and influenza like illness (ILI) were discharged home from the ED [12]. Influenza education will be important in supporting patients discharged from the ED to enable them to self-manage symptoms and limit the spread of the infection at home.

The Australasian College for Emergency Medicine (ACEM) [13] and the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP) [14] have well described organisational plans and clinical algorithms for the management of seasonal and pandemic influenza and the procedures...
revolve around the structural and functional aspects of the ED when there are increases in influenza patient presentations. They also outline the influenza reporting mechanisms to various health authorities. The ACEM influenza management plan provides information for clinical management, communication between health care workers and workforce education and equipment needs and clearly states “ED is responsible for treating severely ill patients as well as low-acuity ILI patients” [13]. In both the Australian and American emergency plans patient education is briefly mentioned and national information services from the Australian Department of Health and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) websites are noted [15,16].

The scope of care provide by ED staff is broad, from acute assessment and management of people with a multitude of physical and psychological problems in a pressurised environment that frequently comprises managing large patient volumes often with limited resources [17-19]. Consequently, public health agencies are concerned that EDs may not be able to cope with future influenza epidemics/pandemics and are keen to see interventions that reduce influenza related re-attendance developed, thereby ensuring quality care and potentially impacting on ED overcrowding [20,21]. There is evidence that patient education in clinical practice improves patient outcomes and these interventions [22-25] have been successful in the ED. Pharmaceutical interventions such as vaccinations and anti-viral drugs remain the most heavily supported interventions for influenza pandemic preparedness. However these have their limits and consideration of EI’s in the ED is an important intervention to consider. Evidenced based education could promote both pharmaceutical [26] and non-pharmaceutical [27-31] aspects of influenza care, as the ED provides an opportunistic patient education setting. Prior to considering implementation of influenza educational interventions (IEI) in the ED, it was important to assess the available evidence that influenza education improved self-care. Our primary aim was to conduct a systematic review of IEI in the ED. With paucity of literature we instead conducted a narrative review of ED organisational plans in relation to the provision of patient education, influenza patient education and implications for influenza self-care that we were able to identify through the searches. In the interest of full disclosure we have outlined our primary intent.

Methods

The first objective of this review was to identify and evaluate the emergency department influenza educational interventions (IEI) for adults published literature and to assess the evidence for the education intervention’s efficacy in terms of influenza self-care. The review of IEI in the ED resulted in what is described by Yaffe et al. [32] as an empty review and a second objective was formalised and expanded the review to include any influenza educational symptom self-care intervention for adults irrespective of setting.

Search strategy and study selection criteria

An initial review protocol was developed concordant with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) guideline and updated to include the second objective [33]. An explicit search strategy was devised to identify relevant literature, and a search of peer-reviewed literature conducted in the English language on the following electronic databases: Medline, Pubmed, Cochrane, CINAHL, Embase, Scopus, Sciedirect, and Google Scholar. The primary search was completed in 2014 and 2015 and expanded search were performed in January 2016, using combinations of keywords and their abbreviations: “influenza”, “flu”, “H1N1”, “H5N1”, “emergency”, “emergency department”, “emergency room”, “emergency service”, “emergency medicine”, “patient education”, “educational intervention”, “health promotion”, “education program”, “public health campaign”, “booklet”, “brochure”, “advice”, “book”, “leaflet”, “pamphlet”, “instructions”, “self-care”. The search was not restricted to any publication timeframe. Additionally, the reference lists of relevant articles were screened for potential inclusion articles.

The review protocol restricted the search to randomised and non-randomised study designs that included adult participants attending the ED for influenza-like illness (ILI) as delineated by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) case definition [34] of a fever of 100 degrees Fahrenheit (37.8°C) or greater and a cough and/or a sore throat in the absence of a known cause other than influenza, and reported a comparison group. In the primary search IEIs were included if they were administered either while attending the ED, upon discharge, or within one week from attending the ED. Our expanded search included influenza educational interventions for adults in any setting. IEI formats that were considered were verbal, written, printed, demonstrations, visual, and auditory. The outcome of interest was the occurrence of influenza education and its effect on influenza self-care. The protocol outlined the process where titles and abstracts were identified according to agreed search criteria and refinement to the search strategy after first reviewing the abstracts could occur. For those abstracts that potentially met the criteria, full text manuscripts were sought and reviewed. Collecting and collating published data was pre-determined by the reviewers prior to the commencement of the study.

Study selection and data extraction

Collecting and collating published data was pre-determined by the reviewers prior to the commencement of the study. A protocol outlined the process for identifying titles and abstracts using agreed search criteria as well as defining the search strategy to follow. For abstracts that met the criteria, full text manuscripts were to be sought and reviewed. The literature review was performed by two independent reviewers (SMS, SS) and was aided by a pre-designed data extraction spreadsheet. Disagreements over inclusion articles were settled through discussion until consensus was reached, or resolved by an independent arbitrator.

Quality assessment

For identified manuscripts their quality was to be assessed using the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) tools [35] for reporting bias and the Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network (SIGN) check lists [36] for methodological quality. These allow assessment for the standard risk of bias domains; random sequence generation, allocation concealment, attribution bias, selective reporting, and blinding.

Differences between protocol and review

Complete implementation of the initial review protocol was not possible due to a lack of published studies meeting the criteria at the review stage. The lack of studies was independently confirmed by two investigators (SMS, SS) and the planned data extraction from study reports could not be undertaken. Furthermore any studies that are underway via the clinical trial registration portal [37] were also sought however none were found.

In the absence of eligible studies addressing the primary objective, a secondary objective of a narrative review of influenza education for adults was implemented with an updated search of influenza interventions for adults in any setting. This objective consisted of the identification and classification of the retrieved data into relevant key topics that could generate informative observations. These topic areas form a report that describes the service for influenza patients who attend the emergency department pandemic influenza strategic plans and influenza patient education. Figure 1 shows the flow of the review process.
The database search initially yielded 452 potentially relevant studies. Review of these studies revealed no eligible studies evaluated the effectiveness of IEs for adults attending the emergency department. This central finding suggests an empty review as described by Yaffe et al. [32] and indicates substantial paucity of literature on this topic. Therefore a narrative review of the service for influenza patients who attended the ED in the context of seasonal and pandemic influenza plans is provided here as part of the discussion with the intent that it may serve to inform and target future research efforts.

**ED influenza organisational plans and patient education**

The ACEM [13] and ACEP [14] influenza management plans outline education for health personnel, vaccination and protective clothing as well as service redesign during episodes of seasonal and pandemic influenza. The ACEP have documented in their influenza plan broad advice to patients regarding home quarantine and how to reduce virus transmission along with warning signs patients need to consider in deciding if they need to return to the ED. Influenza patient information may be supplemented with general influenza advice from the CDC fact sheets which would require the patient to be directed to the online resource [15]. In Australia, some state governments have ED fact sheets that have been specifically developed to enhance communication between the health professional and patient [38]. These ED fact sheets have been written in several languages however influenza is not one of the topics available. Similar to the CDC, the Australian Department of Health website provides seasonal influenza fact sheets for each year and the information is linked with encouragement to be vaccinated as part of the Immunise Australia program [16].

**Influenza education within hospital influenza pandemic plans**

Although a comprehensive search of the literature failed to yield any studies that solely evaluated the effectiveness of IEs in the ED, two studies did describe patient education as a component of a hospital pandemic influenza response or preparedness plan. One study [39] reported on hospital-based mitigation strategies to increase surge capacity during the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, with a ‘public education plan’ forming part of this preparedness activity. While no details were provided on how these plans were implemented, the list did include intranet, internet, phone line, web-based conference, and signage. The second study [40] trialled a ‘rapid medical screening process’ to improve ED patient flow during a seasonal influenza outbreak. As part of the screening process, a 5-10 minute patient education group session related to H1N1 influenza was delivered by a medical provider with information on treatment, complications, and the viral illness. Within this group education session, patients were able to ask questions and were given pre-printed discharge instructions along with any medications.

**Influenza patient education**

From this assessment of influenza patient education literature, two studies examined the format of influenza printed educational materials in relation to how well information was retained by patients. Cameron et al. [41] showed that influenza printed educational materials containing ‘facts and myths’ with evidence counteracting the myths was an effective approach to increasing patient knowledge and recall accuracy. McGlone et al. [42] sought to determine whether the grammatical assignment of viral transmission to the virus instead of people (e.g., the virus infects people vs. people are infected by the virus), was more effective at communicating the severity of influenza illness and provoking a heightened response among the study participants. An additional finding from this study indicates participants were also more likely to seek preventative measures such as vaccination.

**Implications for influenza self-care**

During seasonal influenza and pandemics, EDs are often over utilised, especially by those from lower socio-economic groups, creating overcrowded conditions and staffing/resource pressures. Whilst current ED organisational management plans indicate patient education should be provided to both severely affected by influenza and those with mild illness, the detail on the type of information, its effectiveness in supporting the patient at home after presentation to the ED with influenza or influenza like symptoms requires research.

**Conclusion**

In summary, there are many sources of both formal and informal influenza information however the evidence of their efficacy in educating adults with influenza like illness or proven influenza is still to be determined. There is a need for methodological sound studies of influenza education interventions within both domains of public health and clinical settings to ensure patients remain well informed and safe during seasonal and pandemic influenza outbreaks.
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